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Supplementary Text

Definition of QEM
We defined a quantification error metric (QEM) to compare the absorbance readings of the test and standard reactions that should predict the test reaction. We first calculated the difference between prediction and absorbance readings at each time point. The Δ values are shown in heatmaps throughout the manuscript (1) = index of zinc prediction = index of zinc test evaluated Then, we calculated the normalized sum of squared error for the correct prediction readings for each zinc concentration. We defined this as the QEM of the correct predictions (QEMcorrect). Ideally, the QEMcorrect should be zero to indicate identical absorbance curves between test reactions and the corresponding correct prediction (2) = number of zinc concentrations evaluated = index of zinc concentration evaluated
We next calculated the normalized sum of squared error for the closest incorrect predictions and defined this as the QEMincorrect. Ideally, the QEMincorrect should be very high to indicate substantial absorbance differences corresponding with incorrect predictions (3) = number of zinc concentrations evaluated = index of zinc concentration evaluated In all evaluation of quantification error, we set a threshold of 0.0484, which is 0.22 2 . Across all experiments, the average maximum A580 value was approximately 2.2, so 0.22 corresponds with one-tenth of the spectrum. Values below the threshold indicate indistinguishable differences, and values above the threshold indicate distinguishable differences.
Computational model of parallel calibration approach
Model Equations and Assumptions
We created an ordinary differential equation model to recapitulate how the zinc-responsive circuit controls colorimetric output in a cell-free system, both in standard zinc-responsive reactions and in the reference reactions that are run at saturated zinc concentrations. Tables S1  and S2 list species and parameters represented in the model, and Table S3 lists the equations used to model the system. Table S3 . Equations used to model the zinc response in cell-free reactions.
(8)
(10)
Our model makes the following simplifying assumptions:
1. Though ZntR is a homodimer, it is modeled as a single species that binds two zinc ions with mass action kinetics 2. Binding of zinc to ZntR is essentially irreversible 3.
is a lumped parameter of zinc binding to ZntR and the assumed constant percentage of zinc available in the cell free reaction (i.e., not bound to other proteins). 4. Protein degradation is negligible 5. Translation rates of all proteins are similar
Sensitivity Analysis
We first performed a sensitivity analysis as described in Yao et al (19) to identify which parameters could be estimated from experiments at which specific input (zinc concentration) regimes. We calculated parameter sensitivity, starting from the literature parameter values, for in silico simulations at varying concentrations of zinc. This method creates a time-varying sensitivity coefficient matrix for each experiment to analyze how each modeled species responds to perturbations in parameter for a simulation at a given concentration of zinc (12) = 1,2, . . . , , where denotes the number of species = 1,2, . . . , where denotes the number of parameters Since the only measurable species in our experiment is the relative amount of CPR produced, we focused on , ( ) to determine which parameters can be estimated from experiments in a given input regime using the following procedure. A new matrix Q is defined where = , ( ). The most sensitive parameter is found by locating the column in this temporal sensitivity matrix with the largest magnitude, as long as it is above a set threshold. consistent with previous works (21, 20) . The most sensitive parameter was then marked as estimable, and a residual matrix was created by taking the difference between the matrix Q and the prediction of the full matrix Q using only the subset of columns that have already been marked as estimable (details in Hu, et al (19) ). The magnitudes of the columns in that residual matrix are then used to determine whether any other remaining parameters are estimable. The same procedure was repeated on the residual matrix until the remaining parameters no longer pass the set threshold or until all parameters have been marked as estimable. The result was a determined set of parameters that will maximally influence the modeled trajectory for a given input regime. If any parameters were not marked as estimable, other zinc concentration simulations were considered (with parameters already marked estimable in previous experiments being set to zero in the sensitivity matrix) until all parameters were marked estimable in some experiment. The identification of which parameters can be estimated by which zinc concentration regimes is then used to guide the parameter estimation approach, yielding improved parameter estimates compared to standard parameter estimation.
Parameter Estimation
Model parameters were then estimated from each experiment by fitting the estimable parameters of each experiment to measured CPR concentrations at each measured time point (21, 20) . The objective function in the parameter estimation is (13) with , denotes the mean value of the experimentally observed CPR concentration at time point . ⃗ contains all of the estimable parameters in the experiment.
( ⃗) denotes the model simulated CPR concentration at time . For each experiment, optimal ⃗ were found using the MATLAB function fmincon with the constraints of 0.33 ⃗ ≤ ⃗ ≤ 3.33 ⃗.
We used parameter values sourced from the literature as the starting points for initial guesses for our parameter estimation. 100 sets of starting parameters were created by sampling from a uniform distribution ±15% around each literature parameter value. Each set was then optimized by sequentially applying the fitting procedure above to experimental data, only fitting the identifiable parameters for a given experiment (zinc concentration). Parameters optimized from the previous experiment were used in place of initial guesses for fitting of subsequent parameters via additional experimental data. This procedure was repeated for each initial set of parameters to produce 100 sets of estimated parameters. We then selected the set of estimated parameters that minimized the error compared to all of the experimental data, and used that as the starting point for the next round of optimization. These current guesses were used as the starting point for new initial guesses, by creating 100 sets of starting parameters by sampling from a uniform distribution ±15% around each literature parameter value. This optimization process was iterated 10 times to generate the final optimal parameter set.
We also attempted to simultaneously optimize all parameters for all experimental data, but based on the high dimensionality of the system and the characteristics of the fitness landscape, we found that the strategy described here returned better-fitting parameter values.
Test and Standard Reactions Mapping
The parameterized model was used to find the zinc saturation point, where increasing zinc concentration does not lead to an increase in CPR production. This saturation point was then used as the zinc input in simulating all standard reactions. When simulating the standard reactions, only the transcriptional rate of ZntR ( 1 ) was changed, to correspond to changing ZntR plasmid concentrations. 1 is a lumped parameter that is the product of transcriptional activities and plasmid concentration. Assuming a linear relation between plasmid concentration and mRNA production, a transcriptional activity can be inferred from the knowledge of the actual plasmid concentration for a given set of experimental data and the inferred 1 for that dataset. This transcriptional activity can then be used to move back and forth between inferred 1 values and plasmid concentrations.
To find the optimal 1 for each standard reaction, the MATLAB function fmincon with the same constraint described above was used to estimate 1 , using the experimentally determined ZntR plasmid concentration as the initial guess and minimizing the sum of squared error between simulated test and standard reactions as the objective function. The computationally predicted ZntR plasmid concentration was then back-calculated from the estimated 1 .
Parameter Perturbations
To identify the parameters that significantly affect the mapping of test and standard reactions, we performed additional parameter sensitivity analysis using parameter perturbations (±75% of their estimated values) and calculated the sum of squared error between the test and standard reactions. We found that 4 parameters strongly affect test and standard mapping at low zinc concentrations: the effective binding constant of zinc to ZntR ( ), transcriptional rate of ZntR ( 1 ), degradation rate of mRNA ( ), and translation rate of protein ( ). We also found that the cleavage rate of CPRG to CPR ( ) strongly affects mapping at higher zinc concentrations.
Computational model of trigger response and standardization approach
Model Equations and Assumptions
We used the same ODE modeling approach to create to recapitulate the toehold switch-mediated response to added trigger RNA. Tables S4 and S5 list model species and parameters represented  in the model, and Table S6 lists the equations used to model the toehold switch system. Table S6 . Equations used to model the toehold switch in cell-free reactions.
(15)
The toehold switch model makes the following simplifying assumptions:
1. Trigger RNA must fold into the correct conformation to bind to Switch RNA 2. Binding of folded Trigger RNA to Switch mRNA is irreversible 3. Protein degradation is negligible 4. Previously estimated parameter values ( , , , , and ) need to be reestimated due to the different lysate preparation method and energy buffer used
Test and Standard Reactions Mapping
All parameter values in the toehold switch model were found using the same sensitivity analysis and parameter estimation method used for the zinc model. The parameterized model was used to find the trigger saturation point. This saturation point was then used as the trigger RNA input in simulating all standard reactions. When simulating the standard reactions, only the transcriptional rate of the switch ( ) was changed to correspond to changing switch plasmid concentrations.
To find the optimal in each standard reaction, the MATLAB function fmincon with the same constraint described above was used to estimate , using the experimentally determined Switch plasmid concentration as the initial guess and minimizing the sum of squared error between simulated test and standard reactions as the objective function.
Parameter Perturbations
To identify the parameters that significantly affect the mapping of test and standard reactions, we performed additional parameter sensitivity analysis using parameter perturbations (±75% of their estimated values) and calculated the sum of squared error between the test and standard reactions. We found that 2 parameters strongly affect test and standard mapping across all concentrations of trigger RNA in test reactions: the maturation rate of trigger RNA to active form ( ) and the transcriptional rate of the switch ( ). Fig. S1 . Fluorescent response to zinc addition in CFE systems. (A) Schematic of a zincresponsive circuit used to control GFP production. ZntR is expressed from a T7 promoter, and GFP is expressed from the ZntR-activated promoter PzntA. (B) Fluorescent output of the system depicted in (A) in response to zinc. The system shows a nearly linear response to added zinc at concentrations between 0 and 8 μM Zn 2+ and decreased protein expression between 15 and 30 μM Zn 2+ . (C) Effect of zinc on expression from constitutive promoters. Increasing amounts of zinc slightly decrease expression from T7 promoters and substantially decrease expression from σ70 promoters, presumably due to high concentrations of zinc negatively affecting native E. coli transcriptional machinery. GFP was used to measure protein expression. Error bars represent standard deviation. The quantitative colorimetric response to zinc of lyophilized reactions that were rehydrated in different zinc concentrations is shown. Though the response is slightly slower than fresh reactions, the system shows a zinc response similar to that of reactions run without lyophilization.
Fig. S5. Effect of reporter plasmid concentration on ability to distinguish between different zinc concentrations.
Zinc concentrations were considered indistinguishable if the difference in A580 readings between two concentrations was less than 0.22 (which corresponds with less than 10% of the range of A580 values, and thus of the total visible spectrum). Times highlighted in red indicate that the absorbance difference between the two concentrations on the y-axis is above this threshold and thus the user can visually detect colorimetric differences between the two concentrations. Higher plasmid concentrations enable faster time to visible differences, but the differences are visible for shorter periods of time. Reactions with different regulator concentrations were run in 25% serum that contained a range of zinc concentrations. In all tests run in 25% serum, colorimetric output was the same across the raw range of 8 to 16 μM zinc, which corresponds with 32 to 64 μM zinc in the serum sample. For each concentration of zinc tested, a standard reaction showed nearly identical colorimetric output to a test reaction. (C) Relationship between zinc concentration in the test reaction and the ZntR concentration in the standard reaction that most closely matches the test reaction. Correlations are consistent across experiments run on different days and in different batches of cell extract. We determined the optimal set of regulator concentrations to correspond to each zinc concentration by choosing the regulator concentration closest to the average regulator concentration across three runs. (D) Quantification of zinc concentrations in reactions without added serum for all four test runs, at 70 minutes. Runs 1-3 were used in initial calibration, and Run 4 was only used in test validation. Symbols falling inside the horizontal bars that correspond with the binned prediction ranges for each y-axis level indicate accurate predictions. (E) Quantification error metrics for tests run without serum. In all runs, the QEM of the main diagonals is far below the threshold, and the QEM of the off diagonals is above the threshold between 70 and 90 minutes. Notably, tests were evaluated for detection of differences of 0.5 μM. For each concentration of zinc tested, a standard reaction showed nearly identical colorimetric output to a test reaction. (C) Relationship between zinc concentration in the test reaction and the ZntR concentration in the standard reaction that most closely matches the test reaction for tests run with direct protein addition. Correlations are consistent across experiments run on different days and in different batches of cell extract. We determined the optimal set of regulator concentrations to correspond to each zinc concentration by choosing the regulator concentration closest to the average regulator concentration across three runs. (D) Quantification of zinc concentrations in reactions with direct protein addition for all four test runs, at 70 minutes. Symbols falling inside the horizontal bars that correspond with the binned prediction ranges for each y-axis level indicate accurate predictions. (E) Quantification error metrics for tests run with direct protein addition. In all runs, the QEM of the main diagonals is far below the threshold, and the QEM of the off diagonals is above the threshold between 70 and 90 minutes. Notably, tests were evaluated for detection of differences of 0.5 μM.
Fig. S13. Comparison of parameterized model and experimental data in zinc-response circuit.
Experimental and model trajectories were normalized by the maximum theoretical CPR concentration (1000 μM). The mean simulated trajectories (red line) are shown within the 95% confidence interval (blue region) from the range of simulated trajectories; they closely predict experimental data (black triangles).
Fig. S14. Simulated zinc and regulator mapping. (A)
The pZntR concentrations for standard reactions necessary to in silico recapitulate the in silico simulated circuit responses to six zinc concentrations were calculated. For all standard reactions, the zinc levels were set to a saturating level and only the transcription rate of ZntR, 1 , was estimated to match simulated test reactions. The estimated values of 1 were then mapped back to plasmid concentrations. (B) Our model is able to qualitatively recapitulate the linear relationship at low zinc concentrations in test reactions and the order of magnitude of the plasmid concentrations needed. However, due to the limitations of our model's assumptions, there is systematic bias in the absolute quantitative values of simulated ZntR plasmid concentrations ( fig. S9 ). (C) Normalized quantification error metric (nQEM) for in silico simulated zinc assay. The test accurately quantifies zinc concentrations between 50 and 75 minutes, as indicated by the correct nQEM falling below the threshold, and the incorrect nQEM above the threshold. The simulated nQEM results qualitatively reproduce the experimental results shown in Fig. 2.   Fig. S15 . Perturbation of parameter values to identify the most sensitive parameters in the zinc model. To determine which estimated parameters are the most sensitive, we perturbed each parameter up to ±75% of its optimized value and calculated the sum of squared errors between the simulated test and standard reactions. We found the binding rate constant of zinc to ZntR ( ) to be the most sensitive throughout the range of zinc levels tested. Other sensitive parameters include the transcriptional rate of ZntR ( 1 ), degradation rate of mRNA ( ), translation rate of protein ( ) and the cleavage rate of CPRG to CPR ( ). Fig. 3A was reproduced with reaction numbers added for identification of spectra. The absorption spectra from the reactions labeled 1, 3, and 6 are shown. In both water and serum, only two peaks are visible for different reaction stages. The peak at 400 nm decreases as the reaction proceeds, and the peak near 580 nm grows. There is a shift in the peak near 580 nm of about 10 nm when reactions are run in serum.
Fig. S17. Human serum albumin replicates the spectrum shift caused by serum. Human serum albumin (HSA) was added to chlorophenol red at the concentration it is found in serum, and it caused a nearly identical shift in the visible spectrum. Since serum albumin constitutes approximately two-thirds of serum proteins, E. coli protein extract was added at the same concentration as serum protein to test whether nonspecific protein interaction with CPR could cause the spectrum shift. The E. coli extract caused a slight shift in the visible spectrum, but less than 30 percent of the shift that HSA caused, further supporting that CPR's interaction with albumin, rather than with protein in general, is the primary cause of the color change. Data shown is the average spectrum shift from three biological replicates, and error bars indicate standard deviations. We chose the optimal regulator concentration to correspond with each potential test result as the one closest to the average of the optimal matching regulator concentration across three runs. To determine which of the estimated parameters are the most sensitive, we perturbed each parameter up to ±75% of its optimized value and calculated the sum of squared errors between the simulated test and standard reactions. We found the maturation rate of trigger RNA to its active form ( ) and the transcription rate of switch ( ) to be the most sensitive parameters. A test master mix is assembled with extract, supplemental reagents, and the LacZ reporter plasmid, and from this, standards and test reactions are assembled with specified biomarker and regulator concentrations. The resulting assays are lyophilized, enabling them to be shipped at ambient temperature to the site of testing. At the testing site, a fingerprick of blood is collected, and serum is isolated with a low-cost, field-friendly separation technique such as the hand-powered paperfuge. Then, serum is added to test and standard reactions, and tests are incubated. After a set incubation time, naproxen is added, and biomarker concentration can be qualitatively determined by simply comparing the color of the test reactions to the color of standard reactions.
Supplementary Tables  Table S7 . Approximate cost analysis for zinc diagnostic tools. A CFE test for serum zinc can reduce analysis costs by up to 99%. Neither the CFE nor the standard zinc analysis estimate includes the costs of transport (of tests to the testing site for CFE, and of samples from the testing site for standard tests), materials for collecting and isolating serum, or personnel to collect the samples. The CFE estimate does not include the cost of labor or consumables to actually perform the assessment in the field, which will vary depending upon the final form factor of the assay. For CFE tests, cost analysis was performed using previously calculated expenses (38) for production and execution of CFE reactions. Expenses were scaled to a diagnostic assay comprised of five 1 µl CFE reactions (one test reaction, and four standard reference reactions). Table S8 . Description of plasmids constructed and used in this study.
CFE diagnostic for serum zinc Standard tests for serum zinc
Plasmid Description pJL1
Template plasmid for all cloning, plasmid used to assess consitutive T7 activity. Promoters and genes were cloned into this plasmid, replacing either PT7 or sfGFP pJL100 PJ23100, a σ70 promoter, controls expression of sfGFP pJL1lacZ PT7 controls expression of β-galactosidase pJL100lacZ PJ23100, a σ70 promoter, controls expression of β-galactosidase pZntR PT7 controls expression of ZntR. The highlighted gene in pJL1 was replaced with ZntR pGFP PzntA controls expression of GFP. The highlighted promoter in pJL1 was replaced with PzntA pLacZ PzntA controls expression of β-galactosidase pZntRGFP PT7 controls expression of a ZntR-GFP fusion protein pSwitch PT7 controls expression of a switch RNA, which controls translation of β-galactosidase
